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ym Frou" Coordinator, Marine Corps Lsading Forde Development Activities,
(CMCS) Marine Corps Schools, Quantico, Virginia

To: Comandant of the Marine Cor'ps (Code AX)

Subj: Project No. 51-58-03, Helicopter Cover; Final Report

"ncl• (1) Final Report, Project No. 51-58-03

1. Eaclos'are (1) is forwarded. The Coordinator concurs with the
co-&clusions and recoameadations contained in paragraphs 3 and 4
of the report respectively.

L2
L.• L. W. WALT

Deputy Coordinator
-.J Copy to:

Listribution List (Annex C) EnBl (1)
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CLASS IFICATION: Unclassified

PROJECT NO: 51-58-03

SUBJECT: Helicopter Cover; final report

REFERENCE: (a) CMC Proj Dir AAJ-l-ujp of 28 Oct 58 to CMCS (OICLFDA)
(b) Ch, BuWeps Publication NAVWEPS 0141A-509 "Corrosion

Control for Aircraft" of 1 Dec 61

1. INTRODUCTION

a. Purpose - To develop a suitable covering for "ready to fly" type
8-xi&ge of helicopters on carrier flight decks.

b. Description

The covers are manufactured from ten ounce Army Duck treated with
a dry type water repellent finish, -nd are tailored to reduce possible
wind damage. Extensive use of zippers and Velcro fasteners were made to
reduce the installation time and the number of personnel required to don
and doff the cover.

c. Background

(1) The magnesium and aluminum alloy construction of helicopters
is susceptible to corrosion and deterioration due to the effects of salt
water while operating from LPE's, LST's, and LSD's. This indicates a
pressing need for protection of the helicopters.

(2) Marine Aircraft Group 26, Second Aircraft Wing, Fleet Marine
Force, Atlantic, utilized polyethylene plastic, and wrapped the aircraft.
Test results established that it required ten man hours to cover an RUS
type helicopter. This precluded day to day flight maintenance and did
not meet the "ready to fly" type storage they require.

(3) Following receipt of the project directive (reference (a)),
a prototype cover was designed and czn;ta--cted by MCIFDC personnel util-
izing a 16 ounce neoprene coated nylon (11 ounce neoprene and five ounce
nylon). This cover was delivered to MAG-26 for evaluation. Subsequent
modifications were effected and seven test covers were costructed at the
Marine Corps Air Station, Cherry Point, North Carolina, and delivered to
M4G-26 for troop test. The material was aluminum color on the outside
and black on the inside. A single cover consisted of 13 separate panels,
weighed 205 pounds, and when packaged, occupied mine cua€c feet of space.
To cover the helicopter, the panels were locked together on the helicop-
ter by means of nylon cords passed through gromets provided on the panels.
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(4) Following limited tests aboard an LSD, a test cover was re-
tu~red to Marine Corps Lauding Force De'velopment Center for modification.
TO reduce the excessive donning time, the lacings were replaced by In-
dustrial zippers. Addit.ionally', panels were permanently sewn together in
all location3 that would not result In assembly problems. After local
evaluation and testing, a cosmercial manufacturer of canvas products Vas
awarded a tontract for the manufacture of new covers, This Incorporated
all mnodifications developed during previous. testing, and to~s required
because of changes to aircraft configuration.

SDI.SCUSSION

a. The design criteria established for the develzpment of a 3uitable
'eV.ecoyttr cover contained t~he following features:

'~Speedy employment by aftcraw personnel without special e.iuimp-

(2) Complete coverage of helicopters, affording protection from
=no~rmal environmental conditions.

(S.) Easy access to inspection and maintenance panels.

.(4) Durable and easy to repair without special equipment.

(5) inexpensive and llong shealf life.

b. In the course of the testing conducted so far on this project, a
satisfactory means of separately obtaining almost any of the ab~v.a features
has been found. However, It is difficult to obtain all of these desired
features in a single item. Some of the feature* basically conflict with
others and the materials rsequired to satisfy certain features adversely
affect others. For example, an early prototype was a large, all-encoupos-
Ing bag simple and rapid to employ, However, It was heavy, difficult to
handle and easily punctured by the many small protrusions from the fuse-
lage when. buffeted by high winds. Tailoring the cover in an effort to
eliminate t~zese problems resulted in a ccover consisting of 13 separate
panels which required separate handling and subsequent lacing together
with a resultant significant time Increase In the employment phase. The
utilization of a coated fabric to Improve the durability sand ruggedness of
th. cover to prevent rough handling damage resulted LL a& airtight Cover
that caused the aircraft to sweat. The condensation thus created would alto

c.* The approaching introductioa of a new family of hellacpters has
diminished %a~ requirement for these covars. Alumin-a &ll47s, less suscep-
tible than sagnesium to corrosion are the principakl %tructral matarlals.
New Methods of insulating unlike metals from each r~fir hav~e been devised
to reduce electrochemical action, and mttw methods of el0CtTepl~t1ing and
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anodizing together with more stringent quality control during manufacture
have been implemented by Chief, BuWeps. Additionally, smaller covers have
been designed and will be provided for protecting critical exposed areas
such as rotor heads and engine inlets during maintenance and storage oper-
ations. These covers will require only minutes to don and doff.

d. Additionally, during a recent review of this project, which in-
cluded a complete re-evaluation to substantiate the requirement for these
covers, an informzl conference with representatives of the Chief, Bureau
of Naval Weapons (Code RRMA) was held. The conclusions of this conference
were as follows:

(1) That the following action would have to be taken in each
instance of installing the cover for effective prevention of corrosion.

(a) Thoroughly wash the aircraft with unsalted water, then dry
thoroughly.

(b) Inspect the aircraft for damage to painted surfaces and
retouch unprotected and exposed metal areas.

(c) Use a supplementary soft-film protective coating such as
those described in Section XIII to NAVWEPS 15-01-500. In their absence,
JP5 fuel will offer some temporary protection.

(d) Install and hermetically seal the cover or in the absence
of this procedure, provide dry air ventilation to preclude the condensation
of moisture.

(2) In summary, it was concluded that the above action to prevent
corrosion action, 2.d.(l)(a) through (c), is already a maintenance require-
ment as contained in Chief, Bureau of Naval Weapons Publication NAVWEPS
01-IA-509, "Corrosion Control for Aircraft", of 1 December 1961, (refer-
ence (b)). These actions have proven to be a satisfactory preventive
method, when diligently applied. Accordingly, the manufacture, procure-
ment, and installation of the aaditional cover is not warranted.

3. CONCLUSIONS

a. 'he prototype Helicopter Cover is unsuitable for Marine Corps use.

b. The modifications developed during the test program will not make
the cover suitable for "ready to fly" type storage.

c. The proper application of retent NAVWEPS iustructions, together
with engineering advances, have reduced hblicopter vulnerability to
corrosion.
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4. RECOStIENDATIONS

a. That no further development effort be expended on testi" the
prototype helicopter cover.

b. That the prototype Helicopter Covers be disposed of in the best
interest of the government.

c. That Project No. 51-58-03 be teruinatea.

Copy to:
Distribution List (ANNEX C)
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DETAILS OF TEST

1. TEST NO. 1 - PROTECTIVE CAPABILITIES

a. The purpose of this test is to determine to what degree the
subject cover per-form& the designated task of providing protection for
the enclosed helicopter.

b. RESULTS

(1) One HUS-1 Helicopter BUNO 145735 was selected for use in
evaluating the subject cover. This helicopter was thoroughly inspected
for corrosion and/or defects prior to application of the cover.

(2) There were no indications of corrosion, staining, deterior-
ation or-wear on the helicopter or its component parts at the time the
test comenced. Figures (1) through (4) (Annez B) depict the installa-
tion proceedings.

(3) During the test period, sub-divided into two parts and
lasting for a total of five days, the average, minimum and maxima.
weather conditions were noted as follows:

(a) Temparature 72-90 degrees F.

(b) Cloud cover scattered

(c) Humidity 87-93f

(d) Precipitation none

(e) Unusual weather. Thunderstorms in locality but not in
the Itmediate vicinity of aircraft involved in test.

(4) The first test period was for one day; the second a duration
of four days. The aircraft conditions on completion of each test were
as follows:

(a) First Test (one day) conducted aboard the U.S.S. Thetis
Bay in vicinity of Vieques, P.R. The plastic window of the cargo door
was warped. Aircraft was covered with sweat beads. Salt air and spray
entered around main and tail landing gear and around bottom of aircraft.

Aircraft was washed with fresh water.

(b) Second Test (four days) conducted aboard the U.S.S. Boxer
between Guantanmo Bay, Cuba and Onslow Beach, North Carolina. The air-
craft was covered with sweat beads. Salt air and spray had again enter-
ed around maln tail landing gear.

Aircraft was wabbed with fresh water.

ANNEX A



(c) Post Test photos of sweat beads are unavailable due to

rapid evaporation when the cover was removed.

2, TEST NO. 2 - MODIFICATIONS REQUIRED

a. The purpese of this test was to determine the modificatl:ous re-
quired to make the subject cover most suitable for its designed purpose.

b. RESULTS

(1) During the test, it became apparent that a means must be pro-
vided to safely move the aircraft about the carrier. To accomplish this
it is necessary for the crew chief to be in the aircraft to control the
brakes. In order to provide him with external visibility a clear plastic
pan*i must be installed in front of the pilots window. This is an essen-
tial modification.

(2) Addition of top vents to prevent pressure loads beneath cover
and to relieve heated air or a capability to hermetically seal the cover
once installed. This uodification is essential.

(3) During these tests it was noted that the Helicopter Cover
would not fit on the 14,800 and subsequent bureeu number aircraft due to
a main landing gear configuration change.

(4) The rapid formalation of condensation, with the resultant
necessity to develop additional hardware to prevent or dissipate that
moisture, caused the testing and modification to be suspended pending a
re-evaluation of the requirements.

ANNEX A A-2
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MARiNE CORPS
Positioning rotor blade cradle after LANDING FORCE
covering mid-section of fuselage. DEVELOPMENT & C ENTER

QUANTICO, VA.
Project No. 51-58-03ANNEX B Page B-2 FiR 2
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